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Our Faithful Queen

BY CHRISTOPH LINDNER

70  Years of Faith &  Service

On 6 February 1952, Elizabeth 
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Bible readings and prayers.  Fewer than 
-�7o�;m�1orb;v��;u;�rubm|;7ĺ��$_;�Cuv|�
words the Archbishop gave the Queen to 
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from the Bible:  ‘Show me your ways, 
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my Saviour, and my hope is in you all day 
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private life to adopt a life of duty and 
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“Pray that God may give me wisdom and 
strength to carry out the solemn promises 
I shall be making, and that I may faithfully 
serve him and you, all the days of my life.”
Őuol�_;u��-f;v|�Ľv�Cuv|��_ubv|l-v�
broadcast as Queen in 1952)

Looking ahead to the moment when she 
would kneel in private prayer in front 
o=�);v|lbmv|;u��00;�Ľv�-Ѵ|-u�-v�|_;�
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her to use ‘the simplest words of trust 
bm��o7�-m7�o=�|u�vঞm]�om;v;Ѵ=�|o��o7Ľ�Ŋ�
words from the Bible:

‘In quietness and trust is your strength…’ 
(Isaiah 30 verse 15)

‘Do not let your hearts be troubled. 
You believe in God; believe also in me.’
(Jesus in John 14 verse 1)
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Queen to promise to cause Law and 
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‘Lord, give us grace never to betray thy 
truth and never to deny thy love, but by 
thy guidance in every dealing with thy 
neighbours to speak and do the truth 
in love to the restraint of evil and the 
reconciling of men to thee, through 
�;v�v��_ubv|�o�u��ou7ĺ��l;mĺĽ
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$_bv�ru-�;u�_-v�
been put to the 
|;v|�l-m��ঞl;v�
during her long 
reign.  In June 
2012, in an 
extraordinary 
gesture, she 
visited Northern 
Ireland and 
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who had been a commander of the 
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“For me, the life of Jesus Christ, the Prince 
of Peace, whose birth we celebrate today, 
bv�-m�bmvrbu-ࢼom�-m7�-m�-m1_ou�bm�l��
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forgiveness, he stretched out his hands
in love, acceptance and healing.”
Ő$_;� �;;mĽv��_ubv|l-v�0uo-71-v|�bm�ƑƏƐƓő
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the Queen who is said to keep a well-read 
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Archbishop Fisher reminded the Queen 
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receive power when the Holy Spirit comes 
on you; and you will be my witnesses in 
Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, 
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forth bright and clear to all mankind, and 
may bring all men to a true faith in thee; 
through the same Jesus Christ our Lord. 
�l;mĺĽ���m�_;u�-77u;vv�|o�|_;��;m;u-Ѵ�
Synod of the Church of England in 2010 
v_;�v-b7Ĺ��ľ)_-|�l-�;uv�bv�_oѴ7bm]�CulѴ��
to the need to communicate the gospel 

�b|_�fo��-m7�1om�b1ঞom�bm�o�u�vo1b;|�ĺĿ
Although normal family life has hardly 
been possible for the Queen, she places 
a high value on family as the core of a 
thriving community.  At Christmas 2007, 
the year she and Prince Philip celebrated 
their Diamond Wedding, she said: 
ľ�m�l��;�r;ub;m1;ķ�|_;�rovbঞ�;��-Ѵ�;�o=�
a happy family is one of the factors of 
human existence that has not changed. 
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husband, the Duke of Edinburgh, whom 
v_;�7;v1ub0;7�-v�_;u�ļv|u;m]|_�-m7�v|-�Ľĺ

$_;�Ѵ-v|�ru-�;u�bm�|_;�	;�oঞomv�bv�-�
prayer for each of us, for all our lives:

‘God be in my head, and in my 
understanding. God be in mine eyes, and 
in my looking.  God be in my mouth, and in 
my speaking. God be in my heart, and in my 
thinking. God be at my end, and 
l��7;r-uࢼm]ĸĻ
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illustrated book by Catherine Butcher. 
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